Criteria for Award | NA | 1 | 2 | 3 | 4 | 5 | 6 | 7 | 8 | 9 | 10 | Carry rating # to this column
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
**EFFICIENCY AND PRODUCTIVITY:**
Measureable cost savings; cost advantage; measureable efficiencies in either operations or services.

**ENHANCEMENT OF THE CULTURE AND CLIMATE OF THE CAMPUS:**
Enhance the environmental or health and well-being; lead to improved climate or campus spirit.

**ORIGINALITY:**
New concept or variation of exiting idea; unique to the university or campus.

**IMPACT:**
Makes fundamental changes; impacts or can be applied to multiple areas; will lead to additional uses/applications internal or external to campus; could lead to positive change in delivery of service/products

**PRACTICALITY/FEASIBILITY:**
Cost-effective to implement; does not pose risks to the university; integrate into existing structure or environment.

---

**TOTAL FOR THIS NOMINEE/TEAM:**

---

Rating Scale:
NA = Not Applicable
1 = Little evidence that the nominee meets the criterion
5 = Clear evidence that nominee meets the criterion
7 = Nominee exceeds the criterion; is model for criterion
10 = Nominee’s performance defines the criterion

Total ÷ 5 = Average _____